npm install @nuxt/components
@nuxt/components v1.x

Lazy Loading
Just add `lazy` prefix to auto-imported components!

```html
<lazy-list-item>
  {{ post.title }}
</lazy-list-item>
```

useful for below the fold, sidebar, modals or conditionally rendered components with `v-if` or `v-else`

Module Setup
Directory path as strings

Array of Strings
```
['', '', '']
```

Array of Objects
```
[]
```

take advantage of automatic tree-shaking and component registration

Third-Party Library

```javascript
this.nuxt.hook("components:dirs", (dirs) => {
  // Add ./components dir to the list
  dirs.push({
    path: join(__dirname, "components"),
    prefix: "kru",
  });
});
```

exposes `components:dirs` hook to extend components directory into Nuxt projects.